The performance improvement of look-alike sound-alike drug pre-dispensing
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Abstract. Medical dispensing errors are common and classic human errors in the hospitals. Look-alike, Sound-alike (LASA) drug is one of the main issues in pre-dispensing and dispensing processes. The data in this study we re observed from one middle size hospital in Thailand. In 2017, there were two months that the medication errors KPI (0.065 and 0.061) were greater than the accepted error threshold (0.06). The SBAR (Situation, Background, Assessment, and Recommendation) solution and HOxP software were applied for three months in the pre-dispensing process to reduce the medical dispensing errors. The results showed that the medication errors KPI (0.04, 0.03, and 0.02, respectively) were reduced dramatically. Therefore, implementation of the SBAR and HOxP software is recommended as a fast and easy solution for medical dispensing errors.
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1 Introduction

Pre-dispensing error and dispensing error are defined as a misunderstanding of dispensed processing between prescription and pharmacist [1]. The errors of pharmacist are incorrectly dispensing dose as specified in the prescriptions, such as medical type, dosage form, dosage, medical size, administration, number of prescriptions. The errors are also included dispensing without prescriptions such as dilution/ incorrect mixture using improper container, incorrect labeling, having wrong patient name, drug name and so on [2].

Look-alike sound-alike (LASA) drug is medications that could make people confuse because of their appeal or name. LASA can cause a confusing and medication error. In sound-alike, medications have common names or trade names with similar written, spelling, phonetics. In look-alike, medication products have similar color and size of tablets, bottles, labels or packaging to other drugs or similar to the same drug with different strength [3].

In 2007, world health organization (WHO) published “Nine patient safety solutions”. LASA is one of the nine topics in the Nine patient safety solutions document [4]. It provided guidance about the prevention of LASA problems to ensure the safety of patients. WHO also distributed a guideline to managing LASA problems in member countries. In Thailand, the ministry of public health announced the national patient safety policy during 2007-2008 [5]. There are two main issues that are focusing on preventing infection from medical treatment and drug safety. In drug safety issue, there are three points that need to concern such as high alert drug, drugs that cause severe adverse reactions and repeatedly allergic drug. The pharmacist polls indicated that 82.46% of problems in hospitals came from LASA drug. LASA is the first rank causing of the medication errors [6]. In 2009, the drug system situation was reported that the drug safety related to LASA drug. A survey of 25 hospitals found the first rank problem of LASA drug was caused by a medicine labels and drug bottles from the same company. The second rank problem was the drug tablets that were looked alike and had similar brand name to other drugs.

Several studies [7] suggested that solving LASA drug problem in hospitals is continually processing by not buying look-alike and sound-alike drug. Putting the caution sign on the drug packet is another method to remind for the patients. However, medication error problem from LASA drug still cannot avoid because of physical limitations of human such as visual problem which could effect on choosing the wrong type of drug [8]. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to apply human factors engineering and human information processing to solve LASA problem in a pharmacy department in the hospital.

The objective of this paper is focused on the transcribing process of a pharmacist. The transcribing
process is a part of the pre-dispensing process and it is one of the risk processes causing the medical errors, directly related to human. In this paper, the SBAR (Situation, Background, Assessment, and Recommendation) solution [9] is used along with HOSxp program. The HOSxP is a software providing to connect the medicine data in the hospital database in order to label the assigned medicine labels.

2 The Study of Transcribing Error and Objective

As described earlier, the scope of this study was to focus on a part of the transcribing process of pharmacists. The transcribing process is directly related to the model of human information processing (HIP) [10]. HIP model shows that the working memory is involved in decision-making from sight and hearing of human. Attention also play an important role to perception, working memory, decision making and response execution while one is dealing with look-alike, sound-alike medications.

The FDA U.S journal indicated that “miscommunication of drug orders can involve poor handwriting, confusion between drugs with similar names, poor packaging design, and confusion of metric or other dosing units”. The content in the journal was specified that the poor handwriting of a doctor was affected by the transcribing error of pharmacists. Moreover, it can lead to the pre-description errors. The issue about unavoidable of LASA drug from one of the private hospital in Thailand was studied in this study.

Figure 1 shows the example of Look-Alike, Sound-Alike medication that can cause transcribing error. Both medications have the same ending name, which is CILLIN. They also have similar bottle and same amount 500 mg. Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is one of the techniques, used for a performance appraisal in order to achieve the expected value. In this case, the expected KPI should be less than 0.06 that means the errors should be less than 60 per 1,000 numbers of visits. The data was collected in 2017 from a sampling hospital. The blue line is the occurred errors and the red line is the hospital error threshold (0.06).

In 2017, a hospital's KPI (Figure 2) showed that the occurred medication errors in February and July (0.065 and 0.061, respectively) were greater than the hospital error threshold. In March and May, there were the occurred medication errors, equalling to hospital error threshold. When KPI value was equal or greater the error threshold, it could indicate that patients might have high risks to get effect by medication errors. Patients who receive wrong dose and/or wrong medicine could be harmful to their life. Hence, the methods to preventing LASA medication errors had been an important issue for the hospitals.

![Fig. 1. Look-Alike, Sound-Alike Medication](image)

(a) Ampicillin 500 mg  (b) Cloxacillin 500 mg [11]

3 Research Methodologies

There are two main methodology parts in this study, including observing of a pre-dispensing procedure and improving process.

The pre-dispensing procedure was summarized as shown in Figure 3. The pre-dispensing procedure was
including five steps. First, the prescription was written by doctor’s handwriting. Second, the lists of the medicine were transcribed by a pharmacist. Third, the lists of medicine were prepared in the pre-dispensing process. Fourth, the medicines of the patients were checked in the validity checking process. In the fourth step, if the pharmacist found incorrect prescription, the lists of medicine will be sent to transcribing process again. The lists of the medicine were sent to the dispensing process when the prescription was correct. The depended medicine was recorded and reported to the doctors.

The problem can be divided into three main issues. The first problem was identified as a communication issue. Miscommunication between doctors and pharmacists was one of the most important LASA issues. The problem occurred when pharmacists could not recognize handwriting of doctor. The second issue was lacking of the pre-dispensing process skill of new pharmacists. This issue could happen when the pharmacy department admitted new pharmacists who had less experience. The third issue was related to a software. Normally, the efficient pharmacy software for medicine management is very costly to hospitals. Therefore, reducing medication errors were limited by the software cost. For example, using of a normally the labelled software the LASA medicine label cannot be labelled in a Tallman letter. The Tallman letter is the using of upper/lower case letter or different letter size to prevent the medical error.

A flow chart of pre-dispensing procedure with SBAR and HOSxP was described in Figure 4. To solve the transcribing errors, the SBAR (Situation, Background, Assessment, and Recommendation) and HOSxP software were applied in the pre-dispensing procedure for three months from January to March, 2018. The SBAR and HOSxP software were added between the prescription by doctors and transcription by pharmacists. The prescriptions have been written by the doctor’s handwriting. The SBAR could help enhance communication between doctors and pharmacists and ensure the correct lists of medication before it was sending to the pre-dispensing process. In the SBAR process, an unreadable prescription was checked with the previous hospital database of the patients. The prescription was rechecked by a pharmacist in transcribing process. Then, the checked prescription was sent to the doctor again for authentication. In the HOSxP process, the authorized prescription was labeled by HOSxP software and sent out to pre-dispensing process. The redundant visually check was implemented in the improved process to increase patient’s safety. Although SBAR and HOSxP were added to reduce human errors, the lists of medicine still needed to check in the validity checking process again. Then the lists of the medicine were sent to the dispensing process.

4 Results

After implementing SBAR and HOSxP, the KPI of the transcribing error was presented from January to March, 2018 (0.04, 0.03, and 0.02, respective). The data was compared between before and after applying SBAR solution with HOSxP software between the prescription by doctors and transcription by pharmacists. The average KPI of the transcribing errors were compared as shown
in Figure 5. It is obvious that the average occurred error in 2018 is less than that of the occurred error in 2017. The expected KPI is 0.06. However, before applying the proposed techniques in February and July, the KPI is higher than 0.06. After using the proposed techniques to improve the transcribing process, the KPI is less than 0.04 that means the error from transcribing process is less than 40 visit numbers per 1,000 visit number. It indicated that the proposed solution can decrease the transcribing error efficiently.

Fig. 5. The compared average KPI in 2017 and 2018

5 Discussions & Conclusions

To decrease the medical error from LASA drug, the SBAR solution and HOSxP software are used in the pre-describing process. The results showed that the using of SBAR solution and HOSxP software could improve the pre-dispensing process and decreased the medical errors from LASA drug. Hence, the proposed solution can solve the problems of miscommunication, human errors, and inexperienced pharmacist issues. The HOSxP, an efficient free software is recommended to use in pre-describing process to solve the LASA problem. The advantage of HOSxP software is that the letter in the medicine label can be formatted in Tallman letters. The Tallman lettering can reduce a confusable drug name of LASA drug because using of Tallman lettering in a part of medicine name in upper case letters can help to distinguish LASA drugs.

The limitations of this study are including three issues. The first limitation is the difficulty of connecting between the HOSxP program and the hospital database. Although the HOSxP software is a free software, it requires a specific program to help connect between the HOSxP and the hospital database. The second limitation is lacking pharmacists’ skill and experience in pre-dispensing process. The pharmacists’ skill and experience is one of the most important factors in order to solve LASA problem. The pharmacists who is lacking of skill and working experience could cause the transcribing error. The last limitation is the issue about the hospital confidential information. Therefore, it is difficult to provide some results in the public.

In the future, the doctor should type prescriptions instant of writing in the prescription process. Moreover, the hospitals should have their own prescription program, which enhances data communication between doctors and pharmacists.
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